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Introduction
Purple clay teasets, made of special find clay which has high content of iron,are
sorrel,light yellow or purple black delicate ceramic teaware without glaze. Purple
clay contains a lot of iron and is called "the best of the clay, the best of rock" Purple
clay is very special, fine and bright.Since purple pottery needs mading under the
teamperature of 1000-1200 degree celsius, the production is very compact and will
not leak.in other words, a change of the small particles on the smooth surface
manifests "sand-like" effect with bubbles invisible to naked eyes.Purple clay
teawares can absorb tea and keep its fragrance. In addition, they conduct heat
slowly, so they will not scald hands. Even when there is a sudden change from cold
to heat, they will not crack. Purple clay tea pot will make fragrant and warm tea,
which does not contain the smell of boiling water and keeps the essence of tea.
They can best express the features of semi-fermented tea like oolong tea (such as
Tie Guan Yin tea)
There are different versions concerning the first time people making purple tea
pots. Some believe that they were made as early as in the Song Dynasty, yet
scholars prefer the Ming Dynasty. In the Ming Dynasty, making bulk tea promoted
the development of purple clay pottery, At least, purple clay teawares from midMing Dynasty were found in the area of Yixing.
The first known master of purple clay pottery was Gong Chun during the region of
Emperor Zhengde(1506-1521), the Ming Dynasty. Gong Chun, whose original
surename was Gong ( different tone), was a boy servant of scholars in his early
years. It is said that when he was accompanying his master in JinSha Monastery,
Yixing, he secretly learned how to make purple clay pot from an old monk. He
made a tea pot, and the finished piece looked simple and lovely. Thus the pot
became famous in a short time and people called it “ the pot of Gong Chun”.
Therefore we can conclude that the development of purple clay pots from coarse
handicraft to arts and crafts creation should be attributed to Gong Chun.
During the region of Emperor WanLi (1573-1620), the Ming Dynasty witnessed
many master craftsmen of purple clay pottery, who had their own unique skills,
especially Shi Dabin who represented the maturity of purple clay pottery making
craft. At this time, there were 3 purple clay pottery models and each mode had its
masterpieces. The pots followed the artistic and humanistic features of the models
of copper, tin utensils and Ming style furnitures. This period was the first peak in the
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history of purple clay pot making. After the initial stage of prosperity in the Ming
Dynasty, purple clay teaware saws its new peak. The Qing Dynasty witnessed a
great increase in the skill of purple clay pottery making, which featured delicate pot
base, orderly products and many master craftsmen.
There were more types of purple clay pots then, with different shapes and colors.
Red and purple clay were mainly used with other colors like white, black, yellow,
pear-skin and preserved egg. New skills in pot making and decoration emerged, so
the royal palace also showed interest in purple clay utensils. They were made as
tributes, and special pots with more delicate decoration appeared.
Craftsmen engraved flowers, birds, mountains, rivers, calligraphies and paintings
on the potteries. They chose geometric shapes, so that they could have larger
smooth part to display what scholars prefer, such as calligraphy, painting and seal
cuttings. Purple clay pots carried more humane appreciation of beauty, which
integrated literature, calligraphy, painting and seal cutting. They became both
practical utensils and craftwork of appreciation.

Components and Types of Purple Clay
The main mineral compositions of purple clay are quartz, clay, mica and
hematite. They are evenly mixed, which can be described as “clay-quartz-mica”
with high iron content. The processed purple clay contains more quartz and iron,
which looks purple and purple red. This clay is very plastic. After being fired, the
utensil will have fine sand and smooth surface and the cross section of the pottery
looks very delicate. Purple clay comes in many types, among which purple, red and
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green clays are mainly used to make tea pots. These 3 clays are found in different
seams of ceramic clay. After processing, the finished products is called “nature
color pot”. Under the ingenious arrangement of craftsmen, the potteries can have
various colors, like begonia red, red purple clay, sunflower yellow, black green,
white sand, light black, pear skin, bean green and new copper green. All these
colors, plain and elegant, come from natural materials.

Purple Clay of Yixing are mainly Jiani, Nenni and Baini.

Jiani is dark solid clay mostly used for making ceramics, vase etc..Nenni is
yellow-ish soft clay. Baini is white clay that is mainly kaolinite, used to make
porcelain or ceramic. But the real clay used to make yixing teapot is zisha, there
are actually three different varieties of Zisha.
The most common of these are the Zini or purple(rose-brown) clays. The
other two more rare clays are know asBanshanlu(light green) or creamy white to
light-brown clays and Zhuni or red clays. Chemically, all are composed primarily
of quartz, kaolin and mica and contain high amounts of iron oxide, which lends the
clays their purple-red color. Zisha clays are also fairly sandy. All are from local
mines and are composed of natural minerals. They are hidden between rocks and
ordinary pottery soil, that is why they are sometimes called the “soil within the rock”
and the “soil within the soil.”
The three soils are mixed according to need and the color desired. Then, it is
fired at various temperatures depending on the soil composition.
• Darker colored clay is more rich but the color gradations range from: sky
green, millet, deep purple, pear skin, cinnabar purple, flowering apple red, green
gray, ink green, to bluish black, etc.
• There are colors that can be described as: modest purple, delicate red,
mature green, chromatic black, and florid gray, etc., that are truly elegant.
• Other colors are created by mixing these three clay.
• A principal factor in determining the depth of the color is the concentration of
iron in the clay.
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Zini (purple, fired is usually brown-ish) exists as small amount inside Jiani ore
bed.
When Zini contains so much manganese that becomes dark dots after firing,
it’s called Hei Xing ni(aka Tie Xing ni, Hei Xing Sha).
Qing Shui ni originally is about method of clay manufactering, pure clay
without any mixing, usually mined from mid part of ore bed, common clay.
Di Cao Qing is from deep inside, usually reddish brown. Di Cao Qing is
usually darker and heavier than Qing Shui ni.
Pin Zini means mixed Zini.
Luni (aka Ben Shan Lu ni, Benshan means original mountain that is Mt.
Huanglong) is sort of mutant silica dots, evenly found from Jiani ore bed, very rare.
Duanni is also rare, coincidently when co-exists with Luni and Zini. Most
Duanni today however, is from Tanxi or Hufu or intentionally mixed with Luni and
Zini. Zima(sesame) Duanni has many dark dots that resembles sesame. Bai Ma Zi
ni is very similar to Luni after firing but not smooth and lots of grits.
Hongni is from Nenni ore bed.
Zhuni is very yellow ore, more yellow, better Zhuni. On Zhuni, is special clay
cos it has different characteritics than other clay. Unlike other clay(Huang Long
mountain), birth place of Zhuni is Zhao Zhuang mountain, which is Lao Zhuni. Most
of Zhuni today is from Xiao Mei Yao (near Huang Long mt.) and Hu Fu (aka
modern Zhuni).
Xiao Hongni is darker than yellow.
Da Hongni is from Jiani ore bed, basically Zini.
Da Hong Pao ni was from Huang Long mt., very popular during Qing dynasty.
Real Da Hong Pao ni however, would sell no less than 500 USD. Most of DHP ni is
from Fudong area recently.
On Pin Pei (mixing clay)
Pin Pei can be classified as clay-mixing and chemical ingredient-mixing. On
former one, can actually enhance the quality of clay and plasticity.
Great masters such as Si Da Bin or Hui Meng Chen were actually masters of Bing
Pei.
For example, the most expensive clay like Ben Shan Luni can’t be used for teapot
making without mixing with Zini, unless it’s used for decoration.
The sought-after clay like Di Cao Qing, is actually better in smoothness and
color after mixing with Qing Shui ni or Zini. Pure Di Cao Qing not only requires high
temperature (1240C) to be fired but also unglossy and dark. However, Zhuni is
exception.
Latter is mixing with ingredients such as manganese oxide, iron oxide, copper
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oxide etc..
It looks good when first exhibition, but doesn’t earn natural patina after long time of
usage.
Also, these clays are actually fired at low temperature and smell a lot.

The Construction of Purple Clay Pot

The Lid: After finishing the pot, craftsmen should meet 4 requirement to make
the lid and the mouth: straight, close, orderly and suitable. “Straigt” means that the
lid should be made in a very straight shape so that when serving tea, the lid will not
fall off. “close” refers to the tightness between lid and mouth, where even “a piece
of paper or hair can not fit in”. “Orderly” means the shape of the lid and mouth must
be orderly and easy to turn. “Suitable” implies the tendon patterned square (or
hexagon/octagon) lid should be able to open and close smoothly. In other words,
they fit each other closely without change of the pattern.
The Spout: It requires great skills to make a good spout. The length,
thickness and position of the spout should be appropriate. Its inner wall must be
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smooth and clear to let water out fluently. When the user stops pouring water, a
good spout will not drop and drip. The root of the spout, where water comes out, is
easy to be stuck by tea leaves. Since the mid Qing Dynasty, craftsmen have made
it into a net shape.
The Handle: Made for the people to carry the pot. The 3 main shapes are the
level handle, the handlebar and the hoop handle.
The Body: The shaping of the purple clay pot, the main part of the pot.
The Feet: The feet are closely related to the stability of tea pots and its design
affects the look of the pot. Therefore, craftsmen pay great attention to the design of
this part.

Purple Clay Teapot Hand-making Process

Besides the exceptional structure and mineral composition of Yixing clay, the
most unique characteristic about the Yixing teapot is the traditional coiling
technique of “forging the body” that is used to make a Yixing teapot. Unlike the
common “earth clay” which comes in the form of “mud,” the raw Yixing clay comes
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in the form of rock, and it only appears to be like “mud” after many steps of
preparing and refining. For this very reason the true Yixing clay cannot be turned
on a pottery wheel. The modeling methods of Yixing clay pottery, since the
Zhengde period inMing Dynasty, have been becoming more and more perfect,
owing to generations of Yixing artists’ exploration and improvement as well as the
progress of science and technology.
The true Yixing clay can only be manipulated in the following three ways: halfhand building, full-hand building and casting&molding. There are various
detailed methods which may be summarized into: hand forming, injecting mud
forming, applying base forming and printing, etc.. They are an ancient craft,
includes beating pot body and inlaying pot body.
Slab building and half-mold pressing are two major methods. They produce
Yixing teapots with intact original Yixing clay characteristics. Of the two
approaches, building a pot from a slab, the most traditional way of doing it, is the
most highly regarded in teapot making, in terms of both the craft and the market
demand.
While the concept of slab building in ceramics is deceptively simple, making a
fine Yixing pot takes great skills. The artist has to maintain clay consistency and
finishes. Any blemishes will not be covered, with glazes or roughness in treatment
in the name of spontaneousness. Do note that the parts have to fit and work
together with balance, smoothness and uniformity. Clay shrinks quite dramatically
(usually 12 ~ 20%, depending on the formula and firing).The kind of precision these
artists can achieve manually simply for a pot with aligned spout and handle and a
fitting lid is in itself amazing, let alone elegance and precision in form and styling.
Most practicing artists have begun working with clay since teenage, some even
younger.
Hand-build Yixing teapots are made by the traditional coiling technique of
“forging the body,” which was invented by Shi Dabin from the Ming dynasty
according to the Zisha history:
1. After raw Zisha clay was being prepared into curbed “mud,” the artist
begins to beat and forge the “Zisha mud” with a wooden bat.
2. After the forging process, the “Zisha mud” is rolled into a thin and long strip,
and cut into the sizes needed and then pinched together to form the basic shape of
the body of a vessel.
3. Subsequently the artist continues to beat and forge the “body” with the
wooded paddle until the “body” is precisely formed into the desired shape.
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4. Beating Yixing teapot body forming: First cut the ready clay into pieces in a
certain length, width and thickness. Then beat them into clay slices and strips
according to the vessel being made. Make scratches on the clay to show the width
and whirl the mouth, bottom and body pieces. Stick the body pieces in the center of
the revolving plate, and put the clay piece around the body pieces to form a clay
tube. Then the left hand inside the round tube, use the right hand, with a thin wood
beater, to beat it into desired shape.
5. The next step is to build the various parts of the teapots individually.
6. Then the finished “body” and the parts are assembled together, and
carefully adjusted and polished before firing.

Preparing the mud for making teapot
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preparing mud for spout and handle of teapot
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making the body of teapot

making the bottom of teapot
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making the spout, handle and lid of teapot
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making the mouth of teapot

polishing the teapot
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stamping on the teapot

Tools of Making Yixing Purple Clay Teapot
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Types of Purple Clay Pots
There are mainly 3 types of purple clay pots: smooth pots, engraved pots, and
tendon sack pots, each with many subtypes.
Smooth Pots

Smooth pots refer to geometric shape pots with smooth and plain surfaces. They
can be divided into 2 types, round and square.
Round pots, the cross section of which is round or oval, have outlines combined
by curves of different directions and curvatures. This kind of purple clay pots
stresses an appropriate proportion between each part as well as the smoothness of
curves. The pots stand detailed appreciation and manifest a lively and docile
beauty.
Square Pots, which may be rectangle, hexagon or octagon, have outlines
combined by ridges of surfaces or intersections. This kind of pots stresses orderly
lines, surfaces, and distinguished outlines in order to show lively and powerful
masculine beauty. Mitral valve pots, summon pots and ladle ridge pots were
famous pot types in the Ming and the Qing Dynasties.
Engraved Pots

Engraved pots, also called “carved pots”, mainly use engraving skills. These pots
focus on vivid imitation of natural items, so that people will feel their marvelous arts
when making tea. They come in 3 types: firstly, those pots with plant-like shapes,
like plum blossom pots, pine tree pot and bamboo pot; secondly, those with fruit
shape, such as pumpkin pot, chayote pot and lotus root pot; thirdly, those with
animal shapes, like fish changing into dragon pot, also those with an animal-shape
handle. In addition, some purple clay pots have anaglyph. Since the anaglyphs on
the pots are outstanding, those are also categorized into engraved pots.
Tendon sack pots

Tendon sack pots are also called “tendon-line pots”. “Tendon sack” refers to curves
like pumpkin ridges or chrysanthemum pedals on the pots. Then craftsmen take
these separate “tendon sack” to make a pot. They have to ensure the sameness
between the out surface and the inner part, the close and fitted mouth and the lid.
These tea pots show a geometric and orderly beauty.
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Initiate and cultivate a new purple clay teapot
Before using a new Yixing teapot you should prepare it so that the teapot is ready
for absorbing all the fragrance of the tea leaves.
In order to season a perfect Yixing teapot, and get a good taste of your tea soup,
remember only use one type of tea for that yi xing teapot. Because of the
micropores of the material, which giving Yixing clay its “breathing” property and
potential to render fine infusion, the taste matters of tea also very gradually build up
into the pot too.This is good and bad for the user. The good part is that with
repeated use, the infusion itself actually improves. The bad part is that you cannot
use the same pot for a different variety of tea to avoid conflicting taste substances
from different tea blending together. For example, a green style tieguanyin cannot
be steeped in a pot that has been used to make golden tip puer, or even a bouquet
style Phoenix Oolong Tea.

Initiating a new yixing teapot – 3 method
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A most serioused way to initiate a new yixing teapot if you have time to do it
1)place the teapot with the lid uncovered, carefully place the pieces onto a cook
ware which should be large enough to hold the water and be able to cover the
entire yixing teapot.
2)Place some beancurd in the water and bring to a slow boil, since rapid boiling
may damage your teapot since the pieces may possibly be hitting each other or
hitting the walls in your cook ware.
3)slow boil for about an hour, let your teapot cool down in the cook ware with tea
water still covering the entire teapot, let it stand for a day or so,
4)the next day you can take the teapot out and rub off any purple sand residue
inside of your yixing teapot, rinse well with water only, place the teapot back into
the cook ware with sugarcane and bring it to a slow boil again for around an hour
or so. Let it cool down in your cook ware still covering with the tea water again,
5)the next day you may take out your yixing teapot and rinse it well with hot water.
After this process, the air holes in your teapot are opened up and is ready for use.
yixing teapot initial use prepare finished.
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A brief serioused way that don’t use the beancurd and sugarcane
1. First cleaning
After you got your Yixing pot, give it a quick rinse in clean water and then
completely submerge it in clean water to soak overnight. ABSOLUTELY no
cleaning agents of any nature.
Rinse the pot again and submerge it in a fresh batch of clean water in a deep
pan on the stove. Bring the water to a boil, reduce fire and let boil for 5 minutes.
Drain. Rinse the pot in fresh water once. The pot is now ready for priming.
2. Priming
Submerge the pot in fresh water in the pan and put over the stove again. Turn
off the fire after it comes to a boil. Put the kind of tea that you want to use with
this pot into the pan of hot water and cover, as if you are making a pan of tea,
with the teapot in it. Let steep for over night.
Drain and rinse the pot in fresh water once and let air dry, lid open. Your pot is
primed and ready for your first pot of tea.
A simple way for the yi xing teapot initial use
The above way that initiate a new yixing teapot for using cost long time. In fact it is
not a must procedure to follow when you don’t have much time, so whatever…
better than never, there is also simple way for the yi xing teapot initial use:
1. Fill your yi xing teapot with newly boiled water and allow the water to sit for 5 to
10 minutes. Drain the water.
2. Fill the teapot a second time with newly boiled water and add one teaspoon of
your favorite loose tealeaves. Allow this tea to sit for a period of 5 to 10 minutes.
3. Drain the tea, your new yi xing teapot is ready for use!
Tips: If you ever made such mistakes, re-prime the pot all over again, but boil it
with water two times in the cleaning step instead of once. (read the paragraph
below for cleaning)
With continued use, the purple clay from which Yixing teapots are made will absorb
the flavors of your tea, becoming more seasoned with each use. Over time, the
color, flavor, and aroma of your tea will develop a richness that is unique to each
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teapot. For this reason, Many people dedicate a specific flavor of tea or at least a
specific type of tea to each Yixing teapot.

Storage and Maintenance of Purple Clay Teapot

Daily maintenance is crucial in storing purple clay tea sets. In fact, a finished purple
clay pot is very fragile and the spaces inside the clay became loose since the pot is
fired. Thus, it may expand with heat and contract with cold. The maintenance of tea
pots can improve its structural features. Some people treasure it and store the pot
on a high shelf. This is actually ruining it. In fact, the purpose of maintaining the pot
is to upgrade its “fragrance” and “brightness” and to show its elegance.
Purple clay pot will not look bright if collectors do not maintain it, no matter how
outstanding the pot is. Especially those ancient pots with carved painting and
calligraphy, they will have more stereoscopic patterns and elegant feeling after long
time maintenance.
1.Both new and old pots should clear from dirt before use. Use boiling water to
wash an old purple clay pot before making tea. When use a new pot, clean the
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inside and outside with water. Put the pot into a cauldron without grease and boil it
with water. Add tea after boiling and extinguish the fire soon after. Use this
temperature to simmer the pot. Take the tea out when the water is cooler and boil it
again. Repeat this process 3 or 4 times. Then the clay smell will go away and it can
moisten the new pot with tea at the same time.
2.Greasy dirt is the biggest danger to purple clay pots, so do not try applying oil to
make the pot look brighter. Keep the pot away from oil when use and maintain it.
Greasy dirt should be cleaned at once, or it will leave marks and affect its
absorption of water. Use fine cloth soap to wipe it gently and lightly stroke it with
hands to manifest its original look.
3.The more the pot is used, the more tea it will absorb. When the pot absorbs a
certain amount of tea. The tea will permeate to the surface and give it a jade-like
brightness. When making tea, the surface temperature of the purple clay pot is very
high. Wipe it with wet cloth for many times until it cools down. Or pour the first
round of tea in the cup and add boiling water into the pot. Then pour the water in
the cup to the body of the pot in order to maintain the pot with tea. Stroke it gently
with hands when the pot cools down. In addition, wipe the pot with the tea dreg in
the pot to both clean the dirt on the pot and brighten its body.
4.Use a small soft brush or some clean cotton to wipe the pot when needed. Then
wash it with boiling water and wipe the pot dry with a clean tea towel.
5.Some people leave tea dreg or water in the pot as they reckon this is good for the
pot. Actually, after a period of time, bacteria will grow in the pot and emit odor and
sour smell, which is harmful for both people and the pot. Clean the pot as soon as
it is used by taking the dreg out and cleaning the inside and outside with hot water.
Do not leave water stain or dreg behind. In addition, open the lid a little bit in order
to dry the pot quickly as well as prevent it from having odor. If the pot is mildewed
and smelly due to carelessness, fill the pot with boiling water after taking out tea
dreg. Keep the boiling water for a while, pour it out and soak the pot in cold water.
Repeat this process 2 or 3 times, then the odor will go away.
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6.Give your purple clay tea pot a rest after using it for a period of time. Dry out the
clean tea pot in a ventilated place. Try to seal the pot when storing. Try to avoid
dust or grease in storing the pot, or the bright glaze may be damaged.

Famous Purple Pot Masters & Masterpiece

Big purple clay pot with handle in begonia shape (Ming Dynasty 1368-1644)
The earliest purple clay pot that we find is a pot with handle, excavated from the
tomb of Wu Jian, an eunuch in the Ming Dynasty, at Majia Mountain, Zhong Hua
Men, Nanjian in 1965. This pot is 17.7cm in height with the mouth of 7cm diameter.
According to the engraved annals of this tomb, this pot was made in 1533. It is the
only ancient purple clay utensil that has exact annals in China at the moment. With
simple craftsmanship and made for an eunuch, it was not a precious pot at the
time.
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Shi Dabin, the Pot Master
Shi Dabin(1573-1648) was a master of making purple clay pot during the region of
Emperor Wanli, the Ming Dynasty to Emperor Shunzi, the Qing Dynasty. In Ming
Dynasty, when purple clay pots were extremely popular, Shi was named “magic pot
maker”, which showed his skill of making pots. Shi Peng, his father, was a master
of making pot in Yixing at that time. Deeply influenced by his father and after hard
study and work, Shi Dabin finally exceeded his father in pot making skills, and the
art of purple clay pot making was raised to a more complete and mature level.
Shi Dabin was the first one to use “fit sand in making pot” method. By mixing sand
into pug, it changed the way to join purple clay slices, which was a big step in pot
making skill. Purple clay pots used to be very big. Shi Dabin was inspired by
scholars and changed the size from big to small, which integrated literary feeling
with pot making skill. He was serious at making pots. If the product was not
satisfying, he would destroy it without hesitation. He made thousands of pots
during his lifetime, but very few of them were passed down to later generations. In
the region of Emperor Qianglong, the Qing Dynasty, his works had already been
taken as treasures.
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Purple clay pot with engraved bamboo pattern (made by Yang Pengnian,
engraved by Qu Yingshao, Qing Dynasty)
“ceramic engraved decoration” refers to the skill that craftsmen hold the writhing
brush in a writing style and engrave characters and patterns on clay base. This skill
includes carving on the draft and carving directly. In draft carving, craftsmen first
draft patterns on the base with brushes and the carve according to the draft. Yet in
undrafted carving, those craftsmen who are good at painting and calligraphy carve
directly with knives. Since scholars, calligraphers and painters all actively take part
in engraved decorating, ceramic decoration become the mainstream of purple clay
decoration.
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Purple clay pot with engraved poem pattern (1900-1949)
Engraved decoration on purple clay pots was developed from pot makers’
signature engraved on the pot, and it was also scholars’ contribution to the design
of the pots. With the promotion of famous painter Cheng Hongshou, it became a
pattern of engraving poems on one side of the pot and paintings on the other. This
made these pots carry more scholar style and feeling.
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Purple clay pot with RuYi cloud and lotus pattern
The skill of “stamp and stick decoration” means making molds of parts of the
pattern and stamp clay slices with patterns, then sticking the clay slices to the
pottery base. Thus, the decoration will be structured closely together and have a
unified pattern. The most common patterns are the RuYi cloud, the banana leaf,
the cicada, kui (one-leg monster in fable) and water waves.
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Purple clay pot with clay painting (Qing Dynasty 1644-1911)
The skill of using original color clay or a mixture of white, red and black clays to
paint flowers, birds, mountains and rivers on a wet pottery base with the writing
brush is call “ clay painting”. Since the paintings stand out like anaglyph, they are
also named “piled painting”.
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The Other 3 Famous Pottery Teapot
Pottery is the process of cooking, forming, and drying clay or a mixture of
clay, feldspar, and quartz. Ceramics, as a derivative, represent the artistic
features of the cooking and forming techniques, as well as the color of the
glaze and the piece’s decorative features. Finally, porcelain is a ceramic
created by firing a pure clay and then glazing it with various colored materials
as designs.
The basic premise of making pottery is straightforward, but the craft took
thousands of years to perfect and improve. Simply put, pottery is made by
cooking clay. After humans learned how to start a fire and use it to cook, they
first began experimenting with many different methods of cooking hunted
animals and plants, and then storing the remaining food and water. After a
long period of attempts, they finally also learned to make pottery by cooking
clay mixed with water.
With a history stretching to the beginnings of humankind, pottery is the oldest
handicraft in China. As early as the Neolithic Age, roughly styled and artless
grey, red, white, colored, and black pottery existed. More developed glazed
and hard glazed pottery with primitive porcelain characteristics first appeared
during the Shang Dynasty. Porcelain was first made in the Eastern Han
Dynasty, its manufacturing blossomed and reached its peak during the Song
Dynasty (420 - 479), and the production techniques became highly advanced
level during the Tang Dynasty (618 - 907). From a blank body to decorating
and glazing to firing, techniques from the Qing Dynasty certainly exceeded
those of previous periods. Today, there are many famous kilns on display that
take visitors back to the origins of Chinese pottery.
In China, violet sand earthenware of Yixing in the Jiangsu Province, Nixing
pottery of Qinzhou in the Guangxi Province, water pottery of Jianshui in the
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Yunnan Province, and Rongchang pottery of the Sichuan Province are
crowned as the 4 most famous Chinese potteries.

Qinzhou Nixing pottery Teapot

Nixing pottery of Qinzhou in the Guangxi Province, one of the 4 famous types
of pottery in China, is hailed as a most unique art. It is a specialty of Qinzhou
and made from peculiar red clay. Nixing pottery has a history of over 1,000
years, and the oldest pieces found were produced around 618 AD. In recent
years, this type of earthenware became popular again and has increased in
popularity among collectors and consumers both domestically and abroad.
Through the unique quality of the clay and its delicate craftsmanship,
Qinzhou Nixing pottery appears archaic, with a bronze or dark reddish brown
color. It usually includes a flambé glaze and turns azure after being fired in
high temperatures. Moreover, its surfaces become surprisingly smooth after
polishing. The variety of typical Nixing pottery items is over 600, with the
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majority being tea sets, stationery, tableware, vases, coffee utensils, incense
tripods, and antique imitations.
Nixing pottery is also popular because of its unique functions. It can
withstand strong acids and bases, keeps things fresh against dampness, and
is non-toxic. The pieces also maintain the taste and color of tea for days, and
even in hot weather, tea stored in the pottery does not spoil. This also applies
to food. Moreover, a tea scent lingers in the pot after it has been used for a
long time, and the fragrant herbal scent continues to exists, even without tea,
by pouring hot water into the pot.

Jianshui Purple Pottery Teapot

Jianshui pottery is short for Jianshui artistic pottery, a wonderful style of
Chinese artistic earthenware with a history of more than 200 years.
Producing artistic pottery takes a combination of high-quality materials and
well-developed techniques, each complementary and indispensable to each
other. Jianshui pottery is just the kind of high-quality pottery to result from
such a perfect combination. Around Wanyao Village in the suburb of the town
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of Jianshui, the abundant clay contained in the surrounding area is of
excellent quality and suitable for making high-grade pottery due to its
fineness, glossiness, and good viscosity. Families of pottery craftsmen have
been making Jianshui pottery for generations. Various types of these works
are made with 5-color clay through delicate processes like body blank,
painting, carving, scraping, clinkering, and polishing. They are beautifully
shaped with elegant and antique vintage patterns, and their outsides are fine
and glossy. The brightly colored surfaces are shiny and, when you knock on
it, the sound is like knocking on bronze and stone tablets. All of these
features reflect the strong ancient ethnic flavor of China.
Among so many style variations of Jianshui pottery, the ones with white
patterns embedded on the dark black surface are especially precious;
beautiful white flowers carved into the shiny black exterior renders a sharp
but harmonious color contrast that gives the pottery a very precious and
distinctive style.
Jianshui pottery comes in a wide variety of articles including jars, kettles,
basins, tea sets, vases, boilers, and many more. The pieces are acid- and
damp-proof, and they hold heat yet is permeable by air. With Jianhiu pottery,
tea can be preserved for a long time inside the teapots, flowers live long in
the vases, and food remains fresher longer in dishware. Of so many styles of
product, the Jianshui pottery boiler is the most famous. Food boiled using
one of these boiler and water vapor is especially delicious, and the nutrition is
retained. The original version of the famous Yunnan dish, boiled chicken with
panax notoginseng, is only cooked in a Jianshui pottery boiler.
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Anfu Pottery Teapot in Rongchang

Anfu Pottery is made in Anfu Town, Rongchang County, southwest China's
Chongqing. Together with Yixing Pottery in Jiangsu, Qinzhou Pottery in
Guangxi, and Jianshui Pottery in Yunnan, they are named as four famous
types of potteries in China.
According to historical records, Anfu has been famous for pottery making
since the Han Dynasty. Developed unceasingly through Tang and Song
Dynasties, the pottery production in Anfu reached its peak in Ming and Qing
Dynasties.
Anfu pottery enjoys great fame for its "fine clay", which is known "as thin as
paper, as resonant as chime stone (an ancient musical instrument in China),
and as bright as mirror". In production process, craftsman should focus on
the beauty of "modeling, carving, glazing, and firing". In 2010, the production
technique of Anfu pottery was listed as state-level intangible cultural
heritage.
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Four Treasures of GongFu Teaware

Gongfu tea is very popular in Fujian, Guangdong and Taiwan, especially in the
southern part of Fujian Province and Chaozhou, Shantou area, where almost every
family has a gongfu tea set. Men and women, old and young, all know how to make
gongfu tea. Even after they move to other places or overseas, these people will still
keep this habit. Gongfu tea does not refer to tea leaves, but a way of making tea. It
originated in the Ming Dynasty, matured and reached its peak in the Qing Dynasty.
Gongfu tea is featured with delicate teawares and special making method. People
seldom use black tea or green tea to make gongfu tea. Instead oolong tea and
tieguanyin are more preferred and they are far less delicate than the teaware itself.
Gongfu teaware is always in a “one set and several wares” style. One tea set often
has 12 pieces, among which four parts are necessary, called “four treasures”. They
are Meng Chen Pot, Rou Chen cup, Jade fluid cauldron and red mud stove.
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A Meng Chen pot is the small tea pot made of purple clay from Yixing. It is said that
Meng Chen was a purple clay pot master from Yixing, Jiangsu province in Ming
Dynasty. He was good at making small pots. These small tea pots could maintain
the smell, fragrance, and look of the tea. In addition, his pots stand wear and tear.
Even when just boiling water added in the pot, people can still smell fragrance of
tea, and tea seldom becomes sour when kept it the pot overnight. The pot is heatresisting and will not explode even when receiving boiling water in freezing winter.
Besides, it conducts heat slowly, which can prevent the holder’s hand from being
scalded. The longer it is used, the higher and more classic beautiful it will look.
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A Rou Chen cup is the best match with the Meng Chen pot. It is a small, delicate
cup, as thin as paper, as white as snow, looking like a half table tennis ball, which
can just take 7 or 8 milliliters tea. The design of such a small volume is mainly for
the purpose of relaxing by having gongfu tea, not for quenching thirst. Authentic
ancient Rou Chen cups were made in Jingdezhen Kiln, Jiangxi province, with “Rou
Chen collection” on the bottom of the cups.
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Gongfu tea has high requirement for water and pot. “Jade fluid cauldron” is the thin
porcelain cauldron made for gongfu tea. It not only avoids the odd taste of metal
cauldrons, but also is good at keeping warmth. In winter time, it can keep the
temperature of the water for a long time after leaving stove. Even when used for
some time, it will not take scale. It is said that an ancient craftsman invented this
cauldron and invite several friends to give it a name. People found that the water
coming out from the cauldron was as clean as jade, so they named it Yu Shu Guo,
“jade flowing out”. However, later people thought that the character Shu (flowing
out) also means “to lose” in Chinese, which was not auspicious. Thus, they
changed this character into a homonymous character, which means “book”, so it
literally “jade book cauldron”

The red mud stove made of high quality china clay of eastern Guangdong, is 30-40
cm tall. The core of the stove is deep but small; so it can keep an even fire and
save charcoal at the same time. This stove has a ventilation door and cover. Tea
makers love to use olive pips as fuel, which produces heat without unpleasant
smell. This stove has good ventilation. Even when water comes in, the fire will not
extinguish. Some stoves have engraved couplets about tea on the ventilation door,
looking siple yet elegant.
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